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!" !0/iclklii !#&54%/+#=%,)!)#%cl4 ik^k

! iclkldk !#&54%/+#=%!&22#)%5,b%ce4 in^e

#$ iclejhk !#&54%/+#=q#(.=/,).%!&22#)%5,b in^h

$" 0/iclejeg !#&54%/+#=%6(/6%$2&4)$%ick4 in^d

#% iclkldj !#&54%/+#=%!&22#)%5,b%cg4 ic^h

& 0iclejnh !#&54%/+#=%!&22#)%5,b%ihj4 ic^i

## 2icljken !#&54%/+#=%!&22#)%5,b%ije4 ih^j

#% iclklkd !#&54%/+#=%!&22#)%5,b%ej4 ih^k

$' !0/iniihid !#&54%/+#=%*+,5)%ilc4 ih^n

#! icljkgn !#&54%/+#=%!&22#)%5,b%ilk4 ih^n

./' -+8"G 3)$+ +#1
!" !0/iclklii !#&54%/+#=%,)!)#%cl4 d^i

&' 0/icljkkg !#&54%/+#=%&00,+'&#%ijh4 d^c

$" 0/iclejeg !#&54%/+#=%6(/6%$2&4)$%ick4 d^c

!' !0,$iclklhi !#&54%/+#=%0,+5#&p&2(+.%nc4 d^e

() 02/iclejhe !#&54%/+#=q/-%,)==(./2+.%iic4 d^l

&& 0/iclklge !#&54%/+#=%#(p(2#)$$%jn4 i^i

$' !0/iniihid !#&54%/+#=%*+,5)%ilc4 i^n
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It was a no brainer to initiate our 2023 offering 
with the largest sire group we have ever offered 
off of any bull. Every year Battle Cry exceeds 
our expectations, and has set a new standard 
around here for calving ease orientated bulls 
with legitimate power and performance. 
His daughter’s appear to be exceptional in 
production with superior teat and udder quality, 
and mothering ability. To date, we have sold 
16 sons to average just shy of $18 000, and 5 
daughters to average just shy of $16 000. Battle 
Cry is one of the best looking mature bulls that 
has ever walked here, and we are excited to 
showcase his 19 sons in this year’s offering. 
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HETERO POLLED, NON-DILUTOR. We thought it would only be fitting to start our 2023 bull 
sale the same way we started our 2022 fall female sale. 84K’s maternal sister was our lot 
1 and leadoff female in the Evolution Vol. II, selling to Canadian Donors for $42 000. Since 
then, she has turned into an awesome looking cow and gave birth to a 70 lb polled Battle 
Cry heifer. 84K alongside his dam was shown at both the Vermilion Fair and Turtleford 
Summer Show, where they gained several friends. 84K is a long bodied, smooth made, 
dark red bull with awesome pigmentation. 85F, simply put, is one of our best looking 
females and definitely proving herself in production. She gave birth here again in early 
January to a polled, dark red heifer calf, and is probably going to find herself as part of our 
ET program in 2023. 
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NON-DILUTOR. One of our highest performing Battle Cry sons. 83K is long 
bodied, big hipped, big scrotaled, and muscular throughout with a big 
stout foot underneath him. 15F is no stranger to having top end bulls in 
our sale. Her first calf was a feature in our 2021 offering but unfortunately 
got injured before sale day, and last year’s Stuey son was selected by 
Laurenceson Farms of Mannville. All three 15F sons have been in the top 
ten of our bullpen for yearling weight in their respective years. 83K ranks in 
the top 30% for Calving Ease, but has an actual yearling weight of just shy 
of 1500 lbs. 

NON- DILUTOR. A dark red, low birthweight Battle Cry son here 
off a really nice Starwest Bryck daughter. We unfortunately 
didn’t get as many breeding seasons out of Bryck as we hoped, 
but he was one of the best bulls we ever used for improving 
udders and injecting performance into his offspring. Last 
year, 6F raised one of our feature bulls and high sellers going 
to Spruce View Acres for $35 000. She also goes back to the 
same cow family that raised our high selling bred female in the 
fall of 2020, selling to Labatte and Oberle Circle 7. 
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FULL FLECKVIEH, NON-DILUTOR. 51K has been a definite favorite around here his whole life 
and one we are excited to offer for sale. Initially, he was admired for being the full brother to 
our leadoff bull in 2021 selling to Sunberry Valley Ranch and Maxwell Simmentals for $32 000. 
Now he is admired for his soggy made, deep bodied, bold ribbed, awesome haired image. He is 
extremely flexible and sound on the move and does so with an up-headed, herd bull look. 68F 
is again one of our favorite young females. Her udder quality, body shape, hair coat, and overall 
quality have been consistent in this cow family. 68F’s only daughter was our favorite bred 
female retained here last fall, and has just recently calved unassisted with a Battle Cry bull 
calf. 29X has been known for cranking out bulls through our bull sale her whole life, with five 
full brothers to 68F selling through our sale over the years. We feel it’s 51K’s combination of 
phenotype, haircoat, testicle development, elite cow family,and calving ease with impressive 
performance that makes him a unique and desirable herd bull prospect.
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FULL FLECKVIEH, NON-DILUTOR. Another good haired, long bodied, growth 
driven son of Battle Cry who steps down on a large, square foot. 22F is a 
great uddered, awesome footed young cow and comes by it quite honestly. 
Her dam, 12P, for the longest time was our oldest working cow and was 
around until she was 14 years old. Her feet and udder were remarkable 
all the way through, and we wish we had 100 cows just like 12P. She is 
responsible for 5 bulls through our bull sale, four daughters retained, and 
two daughters sold. A full sister to 22F is in our donor program, and another 
full sister raised a donor for Labatte Simmentals. 

HETERO POLLED, NON-DILUTOR. A dark red, polled Battle Cry 
son that reads with a little bit more calving ease. Moderate 
framed, long bodied, big hipped, and lots of dark red hair. 
93F is very similar, being a moderate, good uddered, dark 
red female with awesome feet. Her full sister was our high 
selling female in 2020 selling to Labatte and Oberle for $27 
000. She has since turned into a donor female for them. 
93F had a daughter sell in last year’s sale to Waco Cattle 
Company of North Carolina.
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FULL FLECKVIEH, NON-DILUTOR. Our youngest of the Battle Cry sons, but one 
that can perform with the best of them. 196K is a big footed, long spined, big 
hipped bull with that same dark red colour we are all after. 947Z comes from 
the famed Gagnon program out in Quebec, and is mothered by arguably their 
best and most profitable female, Kananaskis 4019. 947Z is a powerful, huge 
bodied, big footed, good uddered donor cow with a ton of volume. It’s with her 
added power and flesh that brings a bit of birthweight to 196K, but still a bull 
that is built long and smooth; typical of this Battle Cry sire group. 947Z raised 
our high selling female in our 2021 spring sale selling to Skywest Farms. 

NON-DILUTOR. 36K offers extra length of spine, growth, and depth of rib, 
yet is still flat shouldered and smooth blending. He offers a double shot of 
calving ease being mothered by a Guerrero dam, and ranks in the top 3% of 
the breed for CE with an actual weaning weight of 967 lbs. 36K goes back to 
32B, who is the granddam of the open heifer we sold at Friday Night Lights 
this past December for $34 000 to Labatte and Oberle. 36K should raise 
those calves that come light and easy, but grow rapidly with impressive 
birth to weaning spread. 
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SCURRED, NON-DILUTOR. An exciting calving ease prospect here in this 
Battle Cry x Viper combination. 60K started out at a modest 85 lbs, and 
grew rapidly, always having that early maturing herd bull look. His dark 
red colour, depth of rib, and easy doing image has always garnered him 
a second look. His dam was purchased for her moderate frame, udder 
quality, and overall capacity as one of the features in the 2021 Western 
Harvest Sale. 60K weaned off of his hard working two year old dam at over 
900 lbs, and she has given us another impressive calf early this January. 
We like 60K’s combination of a rugged, powerful herdbull, while remaining 
smooth shouldered with exceptional calving ease data.
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 SCURRED, NON-DILUTOR. A personal favorite of mine is this dark red, 
moderate framed, good looking dude. He travels around the pen with an 
up-headed, herdbull look, and transforms back into a powerful rib shape, 
expressive top shape, and wide pin width. His full brother last year was one 
of our feature calving ease bulls, selling to Crystal Springs Ranch. 86G is a 
moderate framed, good uddered, deep bodied cow. She carries a double 
shot of one of our best old donor cows, NCS Ms Jahari 18U. 
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NON-DILUTOR’S. A pair of ET brothers here that combine actual performance and power, with calving ease 
data that puts them in the top 20% of the breed. 58B is undoubtedly one of our best cows, and replicates 
her dam’s overwhelming body mass, dark red colour, and foot and udder quality. 58B has a son later in the 
catalog that ranks among the top polled bulls that we have ever raised. In the fall of 2021, a 58B daughter 
started our fall female sale, selling to Curtis Simmentals for $30 000. Look for these bulls to inject early 
maturity, foot quality, and maternal strength into their offspring. 
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NON-DILUTOR. A very similar pedigree to 148K, 123K combines 
Adonis 96Z, Battle Cry 4F, and Hexagon 412Y. 123K is a long bodied, 
smooth made, dark red bull that combines both performance and 
calving ease. 65G was one of our feature bred’s sold in the fall of 
2020 to our good friend Ryder Curry, and we are excited we were 
able to retain 65G here at the farm. Her first calf and full sister to 
123K sold as one of our features and high sellers last spring, to 
Frederic Lepage in Quebec. 65G’s foot quality, milking ability, and 
power are typical of this cow family.

FULL FLECKVIEH, DILUTOR. Another heavily pigmented Battle Cry son, who is a 
maternal brother to Black Gold Elevation. Elevation was our high seller in 2018 
selling to Beechinor Bro’s and Wolfe Farms, and has since turned into one of 
the most heavily used, consistent bulls within the breed. 84B is a good footed, 
good uddered female who always maintains a good condition and body shape. 
In 2020, she also raised one of our highest selling bred females going to the 
Ferme Gagnon program out in Quebec. 148K is a rugged made, easy doing, 
deep ribbed bull that steps down on a big square foot. We could never have 
enough cows like 84B, as she has been as consistent of a producer of any 
fullblood female that we own. 
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FULL FLECKVIEH, DILUTOR. 59F has been consistent in raising dark red, high growth, 
powerful offspring that excel come sale time, just like 160K. Her first calf sold in our 
first ever female sale to Northern Lights Simmentals for $14 000 as one of our features. 
Last year, she had our top Stuey sons and one of our best bulls in the sale, selling to the 
Kotowich’s for $15 000. This year, 59F has again one of our feature bulls and a favorite in 
the pen. 59F goes back to one of our favorite cows, 38W, who was a Maltese daughter and 
one of our top producers. She raised our high selling bull in the first ever Next Generation 
Bull Sale in 2015. 160K combines undoubtedly the best three horned bulls that have ever 
walked here; Stuey, Bryck, and Battle Cry. 
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FULL FLECKVIEH, NON-DILUTOR. Another calving ease orientated 
bull, that’s extremely long bodied, soft made, sound structured, and 
attractive. His full brother was held out of our bull sale last spring 
due to an injury, but after a quick recovery, was able to work in our 
heifer pen. He ran clean up on all of our Reputation daughters, and we 
are very happy with the results. With just a few calves so far born in 
2023, his calves average right around 88 lbs at birth. We are excited 
to use him heavier here this coming spring. 113G is one of our best 
young cows with a very tidy udder. She is a daughter of our 14X donor 
female, who we will have several calves born off of in 2023. 

FULL FLECKVIEH, NON-DILUTOR. 112K is another one of our calving ease options 
for 2023. His dam was admired for her perfect teat and udder structure, cowwy 
body shape, and attractiveness, and ended up as one of our high sellers in the 
first annual Evolution Female sale. Lindgren Simmentals purchased 8H, and we 
are ecstatic to continue to be a part of her future. 112K is a smooth shouldered, 
small headed bull with a great haircoat and adequate performance. He ranks 
in the top 4% for CE and 20% for BW. 33D was our first female to calve here in 
2023, and one of her daughters followed up with the second calf for 2023. Both 
females have awesome udders underneath them, very similar to 8H. 
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FULL FLECKVIEH, NON-DILUTOR. Little bit of added growth and performance for 
a bull that combines Battle Cry and Titanium, two bulls that we used here on 
heifers with success. Titanium left us some top end females with very strong 
maternal strength. 161G is a long spined, growth driven cow with a very tidy udder 
underneath here with near perfect teats. With an actual weaning weight of 964 
lbs, 38K performs with the best of them in the pen but still ranks in the top 10% 
for calving ease.

DILUTOR. Battle Cry x Guerrero combination here with two shots 
of calving ease, and goes back to our great 58B donor. 67K is 
moderate framed, awesome haired, big ribbed, and sound. Again, 
he’s one that sits more on the calving ease side of the spectrum 
with his body shape and performance numbers. We used Guerrero 
here with success, producing offspring with added calving ease, 
growth, and hair, all while carrying the valuable polled gene. 
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Reputation had high expectations set out for him 
ever since we acquired him alongside Canadian 
Sires, but it’s safe to say he passed them and then 
some. His first progeny hit the market last year 
in both our bull and female sale, where they were 
well respected by all kinds of cattlemen. His first 
14 sons leadoff our bull sale last spring, where they 
averaged $16 500, while his first six daughters to sell 
averaged just over $20 000. Reputation progeny are 
consistent in being big bodied, easy doing cattle with 
lots of red pigment and impressive performance. 
His daughters now in production might be his best 
attribute. We look forward to building a herd around 
his highly maternal, awesome uddered daughters. 
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HETERO POLLED, FULL FLECKVIEH, NON-DILUTOR. There was never a doubt who would 
leadoff our Reputation sire group, as 20K has been a standout his whole life. This isn’t 
shocking, as 84E has only ever given us bull calves, and each one has been a feature in 
our catalog. Her first son went to the purebred herd of Antrim Simmentals in Manitoba, 
her second son went to the Kotowich’s of St. Paul, and her last year’s feature son sold to 
Skywest Simmentals. 84E is a daughter of the great Whisper 930W donor, and one of our 
best and most profitable daughters at that. We are hoping to get some daughters off her 
eventually, to continue the success of this cow family. 20K himself pushes the limits in 
terms of birth-weaning-yearling spread. Rugged made, big bodied, stout featured with 
flexibility off of both ends. 
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FULL FLECKVIEH, NON-DILUTOR. Another ! sibling to the last two bulls, 
but quite possibly the most performance driven one. 113B herself is one of 
the biggest and stoutest Whisper daughters that we own, and she often 
transmits it into her offspring, like shown in 108K. He was amongst one of 
our top weaning weight bulls, and continued that trend into the new year 
with a 1500 lb adjusted yearling weight. 108K offers as much growth, length 
of spine, and stoutness of feature as any bull in the sale. There’s no doubt 
he should transmit that performance to his offspring. Maternal brothers 
have sold to Crystal Springs Ranch and the Degenhardt brothers. 

SCURRED, FULL FLECKVIEH, NON-DILUTOR. A ! brother to 20K, 
and another one of our more performance driven Reputation 
sons. With an actual weaning weight of over 1000 lbs, 53K 
has continued to perform and hasn’t looked back. His thick 
haircoat, muscle expression, and boldness makes him stand 
out in the pen. 35C is another Whisper daughter with a good 
udder and strong foot underneath her. All of 35C’s calves have 
made the sale pen so far, with two sons through our bull sale, 
and two daughters sold as bred’s in the fall.
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FULL FLECKVIEH, NON-DILUTOR. One of our feature Reputation sons and a 
favorite in the pen. 149K is a dark red, rugged made, powerful bull with 
a stout hip and rear leg. 35E is a high performing cow with extra frame, 
foot size, and udder quality. The Whisper cow family has been extremely 
consistent in raising cattle that come to the top of our calf crop year after 
year, and 149K is no exception. A maternal sister calved here recently with 
an awesome udder and powerful body shape, and another maternal sister 
sold to Westman Farms. 
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SCURRED, NON-DILUTOR. Another Reputation son that we are quite high on. 
His dam was the first ever Battle Cry daughter that we got into production, 
and the reason we were so excited to get more of them milking. 69H has 
added frame, pigmentation, and a perfect udder with short teats. The 
Reputation x Battle Cry combination combines calving ease, maternal 
strength, with exceptional performance. They truly are two of the best 
walking bulls we have ever owned, and we plan on replicating this mating 
several times over. 46K is a heavy haired, stout hipped, big topped bull with 
the extra pigment that we are always after. 
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HOMO POLLED, FULL FLECKVIEH, DILUTOR. Only one of our two homozygous polled fullblood 
bulls on offer this year, and one high performing, powerful dude. 121K had our second 
highest actual weaning weight, coming off his dam at 1025 lbs early September. With 
121K’s added frame, length of spine, and overall muscle, it’s not hard to see where his 
extra weight comes from. 116F is a heavily pigmented, deep bodied, good uddered female, 
whose Battle Cry son last year sold to the Paulgaard family at Provost. Look for 121K to 
inject his added power and fleshing ability into his calf crop, with the added bonus of 
having all polled offspring. 
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HETERO POLLED, NON-DILUTOR. One of the stoutest hipped, biggest ribbed, widest based 
Reputation sons on offer. 52K is more moderate in frame, but overwhelms from behind. 
With over a 1500 lb adjusted yearling weight, 52K ranks among the top of our pen for 
performance. 30H is a moderate framed female with a perfect, tidy show quality udder, very 
similar to both her dam and granddam. Once again, we really like the Reputation x Battle Cry 
cross, due to the maternal strength and the ability for them to come small and grow rapidly 
at every stage, very similar to 52K. Moderate framed, low input cattle that can push down 
the scales at each stage of their life, very similar to 52K, will always be profitable. 
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SCURRED, FULL FLECKVIEH, NON-DILUTOR. A ! brother to 121K, 
191K is a more moderate framed, deep ribbed, rugged made son of 
Reputation. Our youngest Reputation son, but one of the softest 
made, earliest maturing bulls in this sire group. 68D offers added 
frame and growth, and is the mother of one of our favorite two year 
olds to calve this January. A maternal brother to 191K is working for 
Early Cattle Company of Lashburn. 
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FULL FLECKVIEH, NON-DILUTOR. I really like this dark red Reputation 
son. Moderate framed, huge hipped, huge ribbed, and really 
expressive over his top. He still has good length of spine and moves 
around the pen with lots of flexibility. 23C is the same kind, as she’s 
a blood red, huge bodied, moderate framed brood cow with a good 
udder. She has a very intriguing full sister to 170K born here in 2023. 
A maternal sister to 170K sold to Zach Nedelec of Edam this past fall.
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 FULL FLECKVIEH, NON-DILUTOR. One of the bigger framed, longest bodied 
sons of Reputation on offer. 77K is a performance driven bull that is easy to 
pick out in the pen, due to his rugged build, added muscle, and heaviness 
of structure. 33E is a high volume, powerful cow, that goes back to our old 
38W cow that did us a world of good. Reputation progeny have impressed 
us with their ability to perform and maintain flesh all year round. We expect 
these sons to sire heavyweight steers in the fall, but you’ll want to keep 
every daughter born off of them. 
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Black Gold Bryck 48H was one of our high sellers 
a couple years ago going to Staden Farms at 
Mannville. His stout, rugged, awesome footed, 
mature herdbull image had always impressed 
us, and we were excited to retain an interest 
in him. His late sire, Starwest Bryck, was one 
of the best bulls we ever used for injecting 
extra performance, body mass, and testicle 
development into his sons. But one of his best 
attributes was found once we got his daughters 
in production, as he was no doubt an udder 
improver. Bryck 48H see’s heavier use here each 
year, as we continue to be impressed by his 
offspring, with the added bonus of being polled. 
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HETERO POLLED, FULL FLECKVIEH, NON-DILUTOR. 63K is no doubt a feature bull 
within the offering. For starters, if we could put this kind of colour and haircoat 
on every calf we had born here, we would in a heartbeat. 63K is moderate framed 
and smooth blending, but carries a wide pin set and expressive hip and stifle, 
bold forearm and forerib, and big stout foot. He carries his head proud across 
the pen, and has that loose made, flexible build that we find so sought after in 
this breed. 134D is no doubt one of our best cows, with an impeccable foot and 
udder structure and attractive phenotype. Her dam came out of the Salmon Arm 
dispersal a few years ago, and always had that donor cow, huge bodied image. We 
would take a pen full of bulls just like 63K, and we are excited to offer him for sale. 
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NON-DILUTOR. Another feature in this sire group and in the entire offering. 
75K has as much muscle, genuine width, and true power as any bull in the 
offering. Huge hipped, massive topped, big footed, and rugged and mature 
in his build. 36F is a big bodied female with a tidy udder, and goes back to our 
polled 18U donor. 18U would have as many daughters and granddaughters 
as any female we have ever owned, as we always wanted to replicate her 
awesome footed, whale bodied, brood cow image. There’s no doubt 75K 
will add pounds to his offspring and will be easy to find on sale day. 
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Another dark red, rugged made, early maturing son of 
48H. 48H really stamps his offspring with added hip and 
top shape, and overall dimension. 65K offers that same 
expressive muscle pattern and raw power. 16B is a dark red, 
good footed, big bodied cow that we would take several 
of. Last year 16B’s feature son went to Blair Anderson at 
Minburn, and she also has a daughter working for Rafter 
4T Farms at Hairy Hill. 

SCURRED, NON-DILUTOR. Added length of spine and growth 
in this Bryck 48H son. 31K is dark red, awesome haired, 
big hipped, and growth driven. 99A has been a really good 
producer for us, as every single one of her offspring have 
been sold through our spring or fall sale. Maternal brothers 
to 31K are working for Antrim Simmentals, Doug White, and 
Ward Cockburn, while the maternal sisters have sold to 
Ultra Livestock, Y Coulee, Poverty Acres, and Zach Nedelec. 
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HOMO POLLED, NON-DILUTOR. 711E does it again, raising us another 
homozygous polled feature. Her last year’s son was our high selling 
fullblood bull going to Robb Farms and Canadian Sires for $73 000. 
We are really hoping 711E will soon give us another daughter to 
replicate her awesome footed, good uddered, powerful type and 
kind, as she gave birth to another bull this past January.  192K is a 
moderate framed, deep ribbed, soft made bull with a good square 
foot underneath. His extremely laid back temperament sure makes 
him a challenge in the picture pen, but is sure an advantage when 
handling him and his pen mates. 
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NON-DILUTOR. Extra growth and frame is found in this 
Battle Cry grandson. 187K is sired by our leadoff bull in 2021, 
selling to Sunberry Valley Ranch and Maxwell Simmentals. 
We were excited to use him in our AI program, and his full 
brother is another feature this year selling as lot 4. 21C is a 
high volume, big framed cow that has been a good producer 
for us. She raised our high selling bred in 2019, selling to 
Mark Land and Cattle. Use 187K on moderate framed cows 
to add some growth and length to his offspring. 
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SCURRED, NON-DILUTOR. I don’t think we have ever had a bull standout at every stage of his life like 
116K has. All summer on grass he was deemed one of our, if not the top bull in our fullblood pasture. He has 
shown so much maturity and herdbull look at such a young age, and has just kept getting better. 116K is 
a blood red, awesome haired bull with the unique ability to combine overwhelming power, genuine width 
and muscle, with a soft made, deep bodied image. Another bull that travels the pen with a proud, up-
headed look, with comfort and flexibility off of all four. His dam is undoubtedly one of our top  cows, and 
has been a mainstay in our embryo program. Her natural calf lead-off our first ever Evolution Female Sale 
two years ago, selling to Curtis Simmentals for $30 000, and a female who has since turned into a donor 
for the Curtis family. 58B’s 2022 natural calf is a homozygous polled standout in our replacement pen, 
and recently gave birth to an exciting polled bull calf in January. 116K’s sire is proving to be one of the best 
Starwest Bryck son’s in existence, and see’s heavier use each year in our AI and ET program. He was our 
high seller a few years ago selling to Spruce View Acres for $31 000. 116K has been a fun herdbull prospect 
to watch grow and develop, and we are excited to offer him up for sale in his entirety on March 11th. 
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FULL FLECKVIEH, DILUTOR. Our lone yearling son in the 
offering of the great Stuey bull, and it’s not hard to tell due 
to his colour and haircoat. 110K is a long bodied, smooth 
made bull born off of a first calf heifer. 43H is a maternal 
sister to the great Elevation bull, and sired by Starwest 
Bryck. It wasn’t shocking when she developed a near 
perfect udder underneath her. We cannot say enough about 
what Stuey did for our cowherd, and there’s no doubt that 
his impact is everlasting. 
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HETERO POLLED, NON-DILUTOR. 158K came in dam when we bought 16H from 
Antrim Simmentals a couple of falls ago. He is a big bodied, smooth made, small 
headed bull with a great haircoat. 16H herself  has added growth with a bold body 
shape and awesome temperament. With 158K’s low birthweight and smooth build, 
he offers versatility for work in either pen come breeding season. 
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SCURRED, FULL FLECKVIEH, NON-DILUTOR. Another favorite in the pen is this lone ET 
son of the $73 000 Elevation. 14X has been one of our best cows here over the years, 
so it was a no-brainer when we decided to add her to our donor pen. Even at the age 
of thirteen she is calving here this winter, and is still so ideal in her foot and udder 
structure. I’m pretty sure 14X is the only cow we have ever owned, that we have used 
both a son and grandson in our own program. She is the dam of Black Gold Bryck 73F 
owned by Spruce View, who is the sire of  our featured 116K.  We are excited to get 
more 14X daughters in production to continue her legacy, as she has two daughters 
working for Ockerman Simmentals and Starwest Farms. 174K is a heavy haired, long 
bodied, stout hipped bull with an ideal structure. He should be easy to find on sale day.
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 FULL FLECKVIEH, NON-DILUTOR. No question one of the most intriguing and exciting bulls on 
offer is 71K. It can be very challenging to have first calf heifers raise bulls with this kind of power, 
performance, and maturity. Two falls ago Barry Labatte had stated that they were selling a 
French Attack daughter that they thought might’ve been the best fullblood heifer that they have 
ever offered. For us it was a no-brainer to try and get her bought, and alongside our friend Elliot 
Lindgren, we were ecstatic to bring 41H home. She is one of those cows that we could paint any 
colour, and she would still be of donor quality. Perfect footed, great uddered, attractive, and big 
bodied. We decided to flush her before breeding back last spring, where she produced 15 Grade 
1 embryos, and then bred back her next service. 71K himself is a long bodied, smooth made, big 
hipped bull with lots of hair. He is big and square in his foot shape and great structured. Alongside 
his dam, they were named the Grand Champion Bull Calf Pair at the Turtleford Fair. We feel 71K has 
a lot of versatility to offer, and backed by one of the best young donors we own. 
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HETERO POLLED, NON-DILUTOR. Each year we decide to keep back some high 
quality bulls that’re just a bit too young to make the sale as a yearling. 259J 
has been a standout his whole life, and saw use in our heifer pen last spring 
on our Battle Cry daughters. We see so many similarities between 259J and 
his sire, Reputation. Moderate framed, huge bodied, sound structured, and 
smooth made. 45F is a Starwest Bryck daughter, whose dark red colour and 
brood cow image make her a favorite among visitors. Have confidence in 
259J to get the job done and cover those extra cows. Feel free to reach out 
to one of us closer to sale time, as by that time we will have a report on the 
calves born here sired by 259J. D
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NON-DILUTOR. A low birthweight Battle Cry son that ranks in the top 10% for CE and 
20% for BW. 124J is a moderate framed, smooth made, round muscled bull with a 
great temperament. He goes back to our old 47W cow, who lived here until she was 
thirteen years old, and never showed her age. Throughout the years she had six sons 
sell through our bull sales and was a consistent producer. Use 124J with confidence in 
either pen this spring. 

FULL FLECKVIEH, NON-DILUTOR. Probably the last time we will ever offer a Stuey 
x Whisper 930W son, as 239J is a result of the last embryos from that mating. A 
mating that we cannot say enough about, we have several cows with that same 
pedigree, that are leading females in our herd and consistently raise calves in our 
top end. 239J himself is a blood red, hairy bull that’s extremely smooth made and 
long bodied with a moderate birth weight. 239J again will cover extra cows, and 
leave you with an awesome set of replacement females year after year.
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 NON-DILUTOR. A growth driven Stuey son here with added length, growth, and 
performance. 211J is still smooth made with lots of hair. Mothered by 47W, again we can’t 
say enough about the job she did here for us, with one of her more notable sons selling to 
Hoegl Livestock in 2014. Look for 211J to add performance and growth to his calf crop, with 
having an advantage in terms of foot quality and longevity. 
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Good luck on sale day!

© More Than Just Feed

Tom McNeely
Brand Manager / Co-Founder

(780) 679-7220
tomj.mcneely@bullseyefeeds.ca 
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 A past high seller from the famed R Plus 
program, Reddington had high expectations 
from day one and still was able to impress. His 
first group of sons both red and black, are the 
biggest, best, and most consistent sire group 
that we have ever had on the purebred side. 
Reddington was purchased for his combination 
of performance and calving ease, with foot 
quality and structural integrity being high on 
our priority list. We look forward to continuing 
to see the impact Reddington will have at our 
place, and are proud of his first set of sons. 
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HOMO POLLED, NON-DILUTOR. 44K was a no-brainer to leadoff our 
Reddington sons, as he has stood out his whole life. A performance driven 
bull, 44K is a rugged made, big hipped, long bodied bull with a big stout 
foot. He is masculine yet still attractive about his head, neck, and crest, 
and travels the pen with plenty of ease. 129F is a dark red, good uddered 
Captain Scream daughter, whose son last year sold to Kirk Thompson. 44K 
ranks among the top of our pen for both weaning and yearling weight, 
and ranks in the top 15% for WW. His powerful yet smooth and sound build 
should make him easy to find on sale day. 
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HETERO POLLED, NON-DILUTOR. A favorite in our red section is 
this big hipped, hairy Reddington son. Another one that’s sound 
on his feet and legs and impressive from the profile. 54A has 
been a great producer for us, consistently raising high end bulls 
and females. She has sons working for JK Bar Cattle, Westman 
Farms, and Gary Franks. 12K ranks in the top 35% for CE, and 
weaned off his dam just shy of 900 lbs. We are impressed with 
the growth and performance of our Reddington sire group, and 
his daughters group is just as consistent in quality. 

HETERO POLLED, NON-DILUTOR. Typical of this Reddington sire 
group, another bull with the kind of performance and build that 
we are after. High performing and muscular but still smooth made 
and long bodied. 118K goes back to our 2Y cow, who calved here 
on January 2nd at the age of twelve. In 2020, she raised a full 
sibling to 121F, who won the Legends of the Fall All Breeds Bull Calf 
jackpot at Farmfair International. We like the Reddington x Captain 
Scream combination to combine overwhelming power with a shot 
of calving ease. A maternal sister to 118K sold to Siroski Simmentals 
in our female sale last fall. 
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HOMO POLLED, NON-DILUTOR. 113K is among the top of this sire group for performance, 
with an adjusted yearling weight of 1507 and an ADG of 4.47 lbs/day. Nikki 801F is a past 
$30 000 acquisition by ourselves and Greenwood from the Border City Sale. She has a trio 
of full sister’s to 113K in our open replacement pen that rank among the top of the group. 
113K is a heavy haired, dense bodied bull with lots of length of spine. With his leading 
performance, he still ranks in the top 20% for CE and 10% and BW. 

HOMO POLLED, NON-DILUTOR. Probably the darkest red bull we 
have on offer, 138K is extremely deep ribbed and soft made. 1D 
consistently raises blood red cattle that end up in the top end of our 
calf crop, no matter the sex. Her 2019 heifer calf sired by Captain 
Scream, was a feature at the Friday Night Lights Sale, selling to 
Crowe Brothers of Manitoba. The next year, her ! brother won the 
All Breeds Bull Calf Jackpot at Farmfair. The next year 1D’s feature 
son sold to the Paulgaard family. Look for 138K to sire blood red sons 
to push down the scale, with an exceptional set of replacements. 
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Approval 51H is a past high seller through our 
bull sale, selling to our partners and good 
friends the Thompson family of Flying K. 51H 
is a moderate framed, smooth blending, sound 
structured bull with still the right kind of body 
shape and muscle pattern. His sons come small 
at birth, but still have the ability to perform 
with the best of the pen. We are confident with 
51H’s more moderate frame, that he will be a 
mainstay in our heifer pen for years to come. 
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SCURRED, NON-DILUTOR. Another legitimate curve bender similar to his 
paternal brother, 165K. His birth-weaning-yearling spread is exceptional, 
especially for a bull born off a first calf heifer with a calving ease EPD that 
ranks in the top 20%. 120K phenotypically is among the top of our pen. Long 
spined, great haired, bold bodied, and sound structured with an up-headed 
presence. His dam is a past 4-H heifer for Finn Pratte, and was named the 
Grand Champion Female at Stockade Round-Up’s Junior Show as a heifer 
calf. She has since turned into an ideal young female, who maintains a good 
body condition with a good udder. 

SCURRED, NON-DILUTOR. The leadoff 51H is a true curve bender with only a 
92 lb birth weight, and our third highest adjusted yearling weight at 1574 
lbs. 165K is a rugged made, bold ribbed, heavy muscled bull with a powerful 
foot and rear leg. 198H is a super attractive, sound structured Cream Soda 
daughter with a great udder. We showed a full sister to 198H as a bred in 
2021 that is one of our favorite bred females we have ever shown, and the 
dam of 74K later in the catalog. Look for 165K to raise low birthweight, 
growth driven progeny similar to himself.
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HOMO POLLED, NON-DILUTOR. Another 51H son that offers added frame and length of body. 
101K still comes with a moderate birth weight, but then offers extra growth and pounds. 
101K has cow families with udder quality backing him. Approval 71E was the first natural 
calf off our famed 532C donor, who has raised upwards of $250 000 in progeny and is 
currently our top red donor. 85H, very similar to her dam, is near perfect in foot and udder 
design. 

 HOMO POLLED, NON-DILUTOR. One of the more calving ease orientated bulls 
in our offering. 172K is a moderate framed, great haired, smooth blending 
bull, very similar to his sire. Being mothered by a dark red, big bodied Black 
Rebel daughter, 172K combines a double shot of calving ease ranking 
himself in the top 10%. When visual and genomic calving ease credentials 
line up like they do on 172K, we feel he offers versatility and breeding value 
as a low birth weight specialist. 
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HETERO POLLED, NON-DILUTOR. Another calving ease orientated bull that pushes 
the limits in terms of birth-yearling spread. 111K is a paternal brother to Black Gold 
Approval 71E, our $40 000 high seller in 2018 selling to Ultra Livestock and Hay 
Valley. He since has turned into one of the most well known and consistent red 
calving ease sires. 111K phenotypically is a great haired, big ribbed, wide pinned 
bull with a smooth build. He offers extra frame, and doesn’t necessarily look like 
a heifer’s first calf. 239H is a good uddered, hairy young female whose future 
excites us. She goes back to 558B, a Cruisin Susan daughter that was a past 
donor for both us and Double Bar D. We feel 111K offers a lot of breeding versatility. 
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HOMO POLLED, NON-DILUTOR. 74K has been an intriguing bull all year round. 
Starting with an unassisted 82 lb birth weight, 74K matured and grew fast and 
never looked back. He’s attractive through his head, neck, and shoulder, and from 
there remains bold through his center rib and expressive up high and out of his 
hip. His dam is one of our favorite young red females, and was campaigned as 
a bred female before giving birth to 74K. Her body mass, look, build, and dark 
red colour will most likely lead her into our donor pen. Limitless’s dark red colour, 
calving ease, foot quality, and overall phenotype made him a valuable breeding 
bull here. He continues to see use in our AI and ET program, due to his ability to 
produce low birth weight, quality individuals like 74K. 
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HOMO POLLED, NON-DILUTOR. A heavy haired, big boned, bold bodied Coliseum son 
that is easy to find in the pen. He’s big in his pin set and stands wide at his base, 
while producing an ADG of 4.16 lbs. His dam is a past Champion Heifer Calf and 
Friday Night Lights feature selling to our friends at Greenwood, and we were lucky 
enough to retain an interest in this farm favorite. She’s a huge bodied, perfect 
footed, good uddered female with an attractive look. 88K is sired by the $50 000 
Coliseum owned by the Daley family of Southpaw Cattle. We are very impressed 
with his first calf crop here, and are excited to continue his use in our AI and ET 
program. 88K combines two of our best donor females with 532C and Ava B408 in 
his pedigree, and continues to perform with the top of the pen. 
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HOMO POLLED, NON-DILUTOR. A 
pair of ET sons by our favorite 
532C donor. 532C’s overwhelming 
brood cow power, fleshing ability, 
and udder quality hasn’t been 
replicated in our red program. 
She is one of our highest income 
females, as twelve sons of hers 
have averaged just shy of $20 000 
over the past few years. Including 
the $50 000 Coliseum, $40 000 
Approval, and several more. Look 
for these two brothers to inject 
their hair quality, rugged build, 
muscle pattern, and overall look 
of quality. 
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HOMO POLLED, NON-DILUTOR. In our mind one of the most intriguing red bulls that we 
have to offer, 164K has been a standout his whole life. If his blood red, thick haircoat 
doesn’t grab your attention, then his up-headed, attractive and masculine look 
should. Huge hipped, bold ribbed, and big topped, 164K is flexible off both ends and 
has a stout rear leg. His unique pieces helped him win the Junior Champion Bull Calf 
banner at Agribition this past fall. The same show where his maternal brother Black 
Gold Coliseum, was named Reserve Champion Simmental Bull, Top Ten Finalist in the 
Supreme, and Canadian Simmental Show Bull of the Year. 164K was mothered by one of 
our biggest and most powerful recipient dams, a 1900 lb simmental cow that has some 
of our biggest calves at birth each year. 164K is sired by the blood red, awesome footed 
Tonic bull that has been  a favorite by many that have seen him. 164K’s combination of 
unique colour, muscle, look, and donor dam, make him a definite feature on March 11th. 
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 HETERO POLLED, NON-DILUTOR. One of the easiest doing, biggest 
bodied, most performance driven bulls in the offering. This isn’t 
shocking, as his maternal brother was the same way last year, where 
he became a $17 000 feature selling to Kirk Thompson and McIntosh 
Livestock. 135K ranks as our top red bull for both weaning and yearling 
performance, but uniquely is in the top 4% for CE, 10% for BW, and 20% 
for WW and YW. He is above average in 11/13 EPD’s and no question will 
add pounds to his calf crop. 
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 HETERO POLLED. A long bodied, smooth made, big footed two 
year old bull that will cover those extra cows. 184J’s maternal 
brother was the Champion Bull at the All Breeds Bull Calf 
Jackpot at Farmfair a couple years ago. 184J’s dam calved here 
again the first part of January, and remains youthful in her 
overall look and udder design.
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HOMO POLLED, HETERO BLACK. Force 193K is no doubt one of the most versatile and unique bulls 
that we have on offer. A solid black son of the $161 000 Reddington, and the natural calf of the $62 
000 valued Foxtrot donor, Force 193K offers as dependable a pedigree that we can put behind one. 
Phenotypically, this bull’s a favorite around here for his ability to combine several traits that we are 
after. Up front he’s clean and smooth about his neck and shoulder, but still masculine through his head 
and crest. He is bold and soft in his rib shape, stout in his rear leg and hip, and wide from pin to pin. 
At the ground, he reads awesome in his foot shape with flexibility being one of his many attributes. 
Genomically, he is just as impressive. He ranks in the top 30% of the breed for 9/13 traits, including 
the top 2% for API and TI, 10% for CE, 15% for BW, and 30% for YW. His birth-weaning-yearling is among 
the best in the offering, with an ADG of 4.33 lbs. Force 193K is owned with Greenwood and Indian River, 
but if he were in our outright ownership, he probably wouldn’t be offered for sale due to the breeding 
versatility that we see in him, whether that’s on heifers or cows. 193K has done nothing but get better 
his whole life, and he’s one we are excited to have on offer to the public. 
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HOMO POLLED, HETERO BLACK. A pair of ET brothers off one of our favorite Soda Pop 425B 
daughters. 160F is a past Reserve Junior Champion Female at both Farmfair and Agribition. 
Since then she has turned into a front pasture donor female with a good udder. These bulls offer 
hairy, body mass, structure, and calving ease without sacrificing muscle. The most powerful of 
the pair and a member of our show string is the white nosed 16K. He’s a big hipped, huge ribbed, 
rugged made bull with a high quality look. Along with these brothers, there’s a group of sisters 
of equal quality, with two on choice in this sale and one at the top of our replacement pen. 
We have high expectations for 160F moving forward and are 
excited for her future. 

black gold ms soda pop 160f
DAM OF LOTS 63 & 64

black gold ms soda pop 160f
DAM, RESERVE JUNIOR CHAMPION 
FEMALE AT AGRIBITION 2019
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HOMO POLLED, HETERO BLACK. One of our younger bulls but 
one that can still perform with the rest of the pen. 190K is a 
stout made, hairy bull that steps down on a big foot. 148F is 
one of our top Ava B408 daughters. Ava is quickly proving 
to be one of the most elite in our donor pen, raising our high 
seller last year selling to Robb Farms and Canadian Sires 
for $102 500. Last year 148F’s feature son sold to Westhill 
Ranch for $15 000. 190K should leave a high quality group of 
replacement females that you’ll want to keep every one of. 

HOMO POLLED, HETERO BLACK. A moderate framed, big hipped, bold bodied 
bull whose a ! brother to the ET brothers prior. 83G is an impressive female 
whose future we are again excited for. Reddingtons dam and maternal 
sister were well respected and high sellers in the R Plus Dispersal, and with 
the famed Cream Soda donor also behind this guy, his maternal strength is 
as good as any bull on offer. 42K’s early maturity, testicle development, and 
haircoat make 42K a high end option within our black group. 
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HOMO POLLED, HETERO BLACK. A long bodied, smooth made, flat shouldered 
baldy bull with a big stout foot underneath him. 99K is the natural calf of 
our 396E donor owned with Grass Roots Ranch and Canadian Donors. 396E 
is a good uddered, solid footed female with extra growth and attractive 
look. Her first year in production, her Limitless daughter sold at Friday Night 
Lights for $50 000 to Double Bar D Farms. We look forward to getting more 
396E progeny throughout our ET program, to continue on her consistent 
track record. 
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HOMO POLLED, HOMO BLACK. No question the most rugged made, performance driven bull 
we have an offer. Simply put 115K is an absolute tank in terms of his body shape, overall 
dimension, and muscle pattern. Massive hipped, huge topped, and big boned, 115K should 
inject as much muscle and terminal merit into his progeny as any. His dam is a past Friday 
Night Lights feature female, who was successfully shown by Izzy and Finn Pratte for a 
couple of years. Her added growth and power is definitely found in 115K. Sired by the past 
Agribition Champion and Top Ten Finalist as a bull calf, Dynasty’s first sons hit the ring last 
spring with lots of success. 115K has an actual yearling weight of 1565 lbs, allowing him 
to lead the pack by 100 lbs over the next highest performer. 115K is easy to like in the pen, 
and will be easy to find on sale day. 
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HETERO POLLED, HETERO BLACK. Our lone black Coliseum son and a favorite among our 
show string this past fall. 90K was Bull Calf Champion and Reserve Overall Bull at Stockade 
Round-Up, right behind his sire Coliseum who was Champion. 90K is attractive, extremely 
sound and smooth made, yet is big boned, big hipped, and still reads expressive in his 
muscle pattern. 111F is a full sister to our National Champion Soda Pop donor, and is proving 
to have the same kind of production record. Her feature daughter was a favorite in the 
Evolution Vol. II this past October, where she brought $32 000 to Lindgren Simmentals. Her 
first calf was purchased by Ultra Livestock for use in their heifer pen, and sired a great 
group of bulls for their bull sale. 90K is one of the reasons we will continue to use Coliseum 
around here. 
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HOMO POLLED, HETERO BLACK. 39K is a high quality calving ease bull we 
quite like. 39K, very similar to his sire, doesn’t necessarily look like your 
average heifer bull. Heavy structured, awesome haired, big hipped with 
lots of body. Black Rebel calved very well here for four years, although 
his powerful phenotype was admired by many. 4H is a big bodied, high 
performing, good uddered cow with a big square foot. Being sired by Black 
Gold Approval 71E, 39K has two shots of calving ease and ranks in the top 
2% for CE and 5% for BW. If you’re in need of a calving ease orientated bull 
that can perform with the rest of the pen, then take a look at 39K. 
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HETERO POLLED, HETERO BLACK. A ! blood calving ease bull 
with just an 80 lb birth weight. 43K is a great haired, smooth 
shouldered bull who still offers some body and mass. 154H is one 
of our favorite Cream Soda Y010 daughters. With her great udder, 
sweeping lower body, and structure, It’s not hard to see why 
percentage cattle are gaining popularity. Each year we flush some 
of our top donors to angus bulls, to try and replicate 154H’s quality.  

HOMO POLLED, HETERO BLACK. Although 204K is among the youngest 
bulls in the sale, his early maturity and expressive muscle pattern is 
impressive. Massive hipped and huge topped, 204K should inject a ton 
of terminal merit and performance into his offspring. He ranks in the top 
4% for WW, 3% for YW, 2% for TI, and 1% for API. Soda Pop 425B is a past 
National Champion and ranks among the best that we own for producing 
high quality offspring. Her six daughters we have sold average just 
under $34 000, with her embryos bringing as high as $3600/embryo. 
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89K is our lone Angus bull in this year’s offering, but a bull that 
we are still quite high on. A son of the great Renovation, 89K is 
a deep ribbed, soft made, smooth blending bull with a powerful 
hip. Lucy 7E is a huge bodied brood cow who has a perfect 
udder. Her first son impressed both us and Dave Woywitka, 
as he purchased him in our 2020 bull sale. Her first daughter 
sold in The Evolution Vol I to KCH Cattle of Manitoba. 89K has a 
moderate 78 lb birth weight with an actual yearling weight of 
almost 1350 lbs, and ranks in the top 15% for WW and YW. 

HOMO POLLED, HETERO BLACK. Our lone black two year-old in this 
year’s offering is this long bodied, smooth blending bull with a great 
temperament. 48B is a powerful baldy cow that’s had several sons 
through our spring sale. She has sons working for Brad Johnson, 
Chris Paulgaard, and Triangle 33. LRX Alliance is a long spined, growth 
driven bull with a big square foot. We were impressed with his first 
group of sons in last year’s sale, and has sired some of our top two 
year old females calving in 2023. 
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“We are willing to work with the 
new purchasers on helping get 
these females bred to an agreed 
upon sire. All we ask is for an 
additional $300 at the time of 
settlement, which will help us 
offset the charges of semen 
and feed. Bulls available for 
use include NAC Battle Cry, SBV 
Reputation, WFL Mountainview, 
SRH Hannibal, and many more”



 Our leadoff heifer in this spring’s sale and one we are quite high on. 143K 
comes from our “Carrie” family, who is responsible for several heifers 
through our female sale the last couple falls. 143K is a long bodied, 
awesome haired Battle Cry daughter with a bold body shape. 39G is a 
perfect coloured, powerful female with a good udder and big square foot. 
143K should be easy to find sale day. 
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FULL FLECKVIEH. Another favorite is this moderate framed, deep ribbed, 
soft made heifer. Her haircoat and colour pattern is the type that we strive 
to produce year after year. 144F is a moderate, big bodied cow with a good 
udder. She goes back to a cow we purchased from Rendezvous that has 
been a great producer.  

HETERO POLLED. A growth driven, dark red, hairy polled heifer that offers 
added growth and frame. A Battle Cry x Guerrero combination, 103K offers 
a double shot of calving ease with a great set of EPD’s. 85G is a moderate 
framed, dark red female with a good udder. 
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A Reputation daughter that is one of our favorites on offer. 19D is the front 
pasture kind with her powerful, brood cow image and ideal udder. Double 
Bar D United left us with some of our favorite females and 19D is one of 
them. 86K is a powerful, deep ribbed, sound structured female. Maternal 
brothers are working for Brad Bogen and Y Coulee, and maternal sister at 
Twisted Gate Cattle. 
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HETERO POLLED, FULL FLECKVIEH. A younger 
heifer here but one that reads with as much 
quality as any. Awesome haired, deep ribbed, 
and sound structured, 239K we feel has lots of 
genetic potential. 19U lived here until she was 
14, and remained youthful in her feet and udder 
structure, and was a very consistent producer. 

FULL FLECKVIEH. A powerful, high growth, stout Battle Cry daughter. 56G is 
a full sibling to one of our feature bulls in 2018, who was a member of our 
Reserve Champion Simmental Pen of Bulls at Agribition. 35K is the type of 
heifer that would be a feature in our female sale this coming fall, but we 
always want to offer some of our top end opens in the spring. 
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Another 48H daughter that should have the foot and udder 
quality advantage once in production. 9E is a big bodied, good 
uddered Stuey daughter who comes from a good cow family. 
We cannot say enough about our Stuey daughters and the 
lasting impact he has left on our program. 62K is a stout made, 
sound heifer with a good temperament. 

A Bryck 48H x United combination that resulted in this long bodied, smooth 
made, good pigmented female. We talk high on our United daughters and 
their quality udders and 116D is no exception. We are more than impressed 
with 48H’s first calf crop, and are excited to use  him more in the future. 
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A tanky, big bodied, attractive heifer with a great haircoat. 51H is our 
calving ease specialist that we are beyond impressed with after his first 
calf crop here. 18H is a high growth, powerful female with a big square foot. 
4K is a low birth weight female who ranks in the top 10% for CE and BW.

A Reddington x Captain Scream combination that resulted in 
this hairy, big bodied brood cow prospect. This is the same 
mating that resulted in our leadoff bull in our red division, 
Bronco 44K. 5G comes from a great cow family, as 48B has 
been one of our best producing black cows. A feature in our 
2019 sale and full brother to 5G sold to Chris Paulgaard. 
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85

HOMO POLLED, HETERO BLACK. We are excited to offer choice on these two full sisters that we 
have been high on for quite some time. Their soft, bold rib cage, stout rear leg, and attractive 
look replicate their high quality donor dam. 160F is again one of our favorite young cows, and 
will be spending more time in our donor pen this coming year. 9K and 19K are undoubtedly the 
highest quality purebred females that we have offered through our spring sale. We couldn’t 
decide which one we liked more, so on March 11th we will let you decide on which one is leaving 
the farm. black gold ms soda pop 160f

DAM OF LOTS 85 & 86

OF LOTS 85 & 86selling choice

black gold ms soda pop 160f
DAM, RESERVE JUNIOR CHAMPION 
FEMALE AT AGRIBITION 2019
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Another 51H daughter with a moderate, easy doing, big body shape that is 
consistent in his calves. 23H was purchased from the Tatarin family, and 
she’s a stout made, huge bodied cow with a good udder. 79K again reads 
with an impressive genomic profile, and has above average performance. 

A moderate framed, easy doing, big bodied female to round out our heifer 
calf section. 46H is a past show heifer for Izzy Pratte, and stems from the 
Sazerac cow family at Hudson Pines Farm. She is a big bodied, attractive 
blazed face female with a good udder. 64K is the easy doing type to stay 
chubby all year round. 
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